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INTRODUCTION

amp.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Elsa Herrera Ortiz has contributed to the dictionary with 24 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small
book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to
visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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a amorines
Amorines : angels children of rounded bodies.  In mythology they were the companions of the nymphs of the forests. 

asetico
asetico is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Aseptic" being its meaning:<br>The word ASETICO does not
exist; perhaps requesting information on ASEPTIC that means " free from contamination ".

asetico
asetico is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Ascetico" being its meaning:<br>It could refer to the word "
ascetic " THAT MEANS "PERSON WHO IS DEDICATED TO SPIRITUAL PERFECTION AND LEADS A MODEST LIFE,
"

autoindulgente
It is said that he minimizes his own flaws and increases his virtues to achieve acceptance of others.  Example : If it is
defects, Miguel uses the "funnel law" to judge himself and others, the wide side for him and the narrow side for others. 

bizcornetos
In Colombia, Mexico and Venezuela.  Adjective meaning sponge (suffering from strabismus). 

bolivariana
Bolivarian: says the person, ideology, custom, etc. from any of the republics which attained their emancipation from
Spain with the participation of Simón Bolívar, such as: Bolivia, Peru, Venezuela, etc.

careraja
Careraja: colloquial expression that applies to the person of very thin, almost skeletal face.

con una mano delante y otra atras
 (To be) with one hand in front or another behind, means to have been left in absolute poverty, either by an unexpected
misfortune or by a robbery. 

corduroy
Ribbed corduroy fabric, with vertical lines, which is used to make sacks or pants. 

el cotorino ranchera
Cototino: coat or thick wool sack.  Popular term used in Mexico.  Ranchera : Mexican folk song. 

excoriada
scratched it is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Excoriado" being its meaning:<br>URTICATA adjective, is a
part of the body that has suffered the tearing of the most superficial layer of skin leaving the meat uncovered

hacerse bolas
Making balls: popular expression used in South America.  It means "creating trouble," getting tangled, confused by



nervousness or fear. 

im
IM is incorrectly written and should be written as "hipoecoicas pictures" being its meaning:<br>It is possible that the
applicant refers to " 34 hipoecoicas images; What are those that appear darker in an ultrasound.

mixionar
Mixionar is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Urination" being its meaning:<br>There is error in writing; the
word is " 34 urination; and seun RAE means: urinate, expel urine.

murakamiano murakakamiana
Murakamiano, murakamiana: it is said of everything related to the work, style, philosophy of the Japanese poet Haruki
Murakami, several times candidate for the Nobel Prize for Literature. 

oliscado
oliscado: that is smelled with effrontery and persistence

paiche
Paiche: freshwater fish, a native of the Amazon River in Iquitos, Peru. It is usually measured 1 meter or longer and their
meat is highly valued in the gastronomy of the Peruvian jungle.

parasitoides
Parasitoids: organisms that develop by introducing their larvae into the body of an insect that they end up killing to
complete their development. 

perecibilidad
Quality of some long-lasting, perishable, it deteriorates easily.

que significa mandon de la hacienda
which means bossy of the hacienda is incorrectly written and should be written as "hacienda mandon" being its
meaning:<br>" Bossy Hacienda " means literally " foreman " man that was driving to them slaves black in the large
plantations of the century XVII. By extension, this phrase is attributed to the person who holds power and makes
improper use of the same.

serones
It is a piece of crude cloth or leather, provided with two saddlebags or baskets, which is placed on the back of the
donkey or horse, to carry cargo. 

solicitos
buenísimo is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Rooms" to be its meaning:<br>The word is " caring " with
accent on the first ( i ). Means: polite, attentive, diligent.

vaguada polar
The polar trough is a meteorological anomaly that causes an area of low pressure and elongated shape, due to the



collision with another area of hot air and that causes hurricane winds, very cold temperatures and heavy rains.  It usually
occurs in places where there are rivers that run at great depth, surrounded by hills. 

wacracocha
Wacracocha quechua name of a lake in the Peruvian Highlands. Comes from two words quechuas, WAQRA ( 41 Horn;
and QOCHA or COCHA ( lagoon.


